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Abstract: The aim of the paper is to study Lorentzian almost para contact structure in the tangent bundle. Some results related to Lie
derivative is investigated.
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1 Introduction

The differential geometry of tangent bundles has valuable vicinity in the differential geometry because it provides

numerous innovative problems in the study of modern differential geometry. Numerous investigators made valuable

contributions on differential geometry of tangent bundlesincluding Yano and Ishihara [8], Davies [9], Yano and Davies

[10]. The complete, vertical and horizontal lifts of tensor fields and connections on any manifold M to tangent manifold

TM has been studied by Yano and Ishihara [3]. Furthermore, Das and the author [2] have obtained almost product

structure by means of the complete, vertical and horizontallifts of almost r-contact structures on tangent bundles.

Tekkoyun [6] produced almost para-complex structures on tangent bundle by using lifting theory. The second author [4,

7] has studied lifts of hypersurface with connections to tangent bundles and Kähler manifold. In the present work, we

recall tangent bundle, complete lift, vertical lift, almost product structure and almost product structure in section2. The

section 3 is devoted to study complete lift of Lorentzian almost para contact structure in the tangent bundle. In the last

section, the horizontal lift of the structure in tangent bundle is also studied.

2 Preliminaries

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of classC∞ andTp(M) be the tangent space ofM at a point ofM. Then

the set

T(M) =
⋃

p∈M

Tp(M)

is called the tangent bundle over the manifoldM [4].

2.1 Vertical lifts

If f is a function inM, we write fV for the function inT(M) obtained by forming the composition ofπ : T(M −→)M and

f : M −→ R, so that

fV = f oπ
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thus, if a point ˜pεπ−1(U) has induced coordinates(xh
,yh) then

fV(p̃) = fV(x,y) = f oπ(p̃) = f (p) = f (x)

thus the value offV(p̃) is constant along each fibreTp(M) and equal to the valuef (p). We call fV the vertical lift of the

function f . Vertical lifts to a unique algebraic isomorphism of the tensor algebraℑ(M) into the tensor algebraℑ(T(M))

with respect to constant coefficients by the conditions

(P⊗Q)V = PV
⊗QV

,(P+R)V = PV +RV

P,Q andRbeing arbitrary elements ofℑ(M) [4].

2.2 Complete lifts

If f is a function inM, we write fC for the function inT(M) defined by

fC = i(d f)

and call fC the complete lift of the functionf . The complete liftfC of a function f has the local expression

fC = yi∂i f = ∂ f

with respect to the induced coordinates inT(M), where∂ f denotesyi∂i f . Suppose thatX ∈ ℑ1
0(M). We define a vector

field XC in T(M) by

XC fC = (X f)C

f being an arbitrary function inM and callXC the complete lift ofX in T(M). The complete liftXC of X with components

xh in M has components

XC :

[

xh

∂xh

]

with respect to the induced coordinates inT(M).

Suppose thatX ∈ ℑ1
0(M) Then a 1-formωC in T(M) defined by

ωC(XC) = (ω(X))C

X being an arbitrary vector field inM. We callωC the complete lift ofω .

The complete lifts to a unique algebra isomorphism of the tensor algebraJ(M) into the tensor algebraℑ(T(M)) with

respect to constant coefficients, is given by the conditions

(P⊗Q)C = PC
⊗QV +PV

⊗QC
,(P+R)C = PC+RC

P,Q andRbeing arbitrary elements ofℑ(M).
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2.3 Horizontal lifts

The horizontal lift f H of f ∈ ℑ0
0(M) to the tangent bundleT(M) by

f H = fC
−∇γ f

where∇γ f = γ(∇ f ). Let X ∈ ℑ1
0(M). Then the horizontal liftXH of X defined by

XH = XC
−∇γX

in T(M), where∇γ X = γ(∇X). The horizontal liftXH of X has the components

XH :

[

xh

−Γ h
i xi

]

with respect to the induced coordinates inT(M), where

Γ h
i = y jΓ h

j i

The horizontal liftSH of X a tensor fieldSof arbitrary type inM to T(M) is defined by

SH = SC
−∇γS

For anyP,Q∈ ℑ(M). We have

∇γ (P⊗Q) = (∇γ P)⊗QV +PV
⊗ (∇γQ)

or

(P⊗Q)H = PH
⊗QV +PV

⊗QV
.

2.4 Almost Product Structure

Let Mn be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of classC∞. If there exists onC∞, a tensor fieldF of type (1,1) and of

classC∞ such that

F2 = I

whereI denotes the unit tensor field, we say that F gives to an almost product structure [2].

3 Complete lifts of almost product structure and Lorentzian almost para contact structure in

the tangent bundle

Let M̄ be an 2n+1-dimensional differentiable manifold of classC∞ andT(M̄) denotes the tangent bundle ofM̄. Suppose

there is given inM̄ , a tensor fieldF(1,1), vector fieldU and 1-formsω satisfying

F2 = I +U ⊗ω (1)
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where

(i) FU = 0

(ii) ω ◦F = 0

(iii) ω(U) = 1 (2)

thus the manifoldM̄ satisfying conditions (1), (2) will be said to possess Lorentzian almost para contact structure [1].

Theorem 1. Let M̄ be a differentiable Manifold endowed with Lorentzian almost para contact structure(F,U,ω). Prove

that

J̃ = FC+(UV
⊗ωV

−UC
⊗ωC

is almost product structure on T(M̄).

Proof.From (1) and (2), we have

(FC)2 = I +(UV
⊗ωC

−UC
⊗ωV) (3)

and

(i) FCUV = 0, FCUC = 0

(ii) ωV
◦FC = 0, ωC

◦FV = 0, ωC
◦FC = 0, (4)

(iii) ωV(UV) = 0, ωV(UC) = 1, ωC(UV) = 1, ωC(UC) = 0.

Let us define an element̃J of J(T(M̄)) by

J̃ = FC+(UV
⊗ωV

−UC
⊗ωC (5)

then we find by (3), (4) and (5),

J̃2 = I

thusJ̃ is an almost product structure inT(M̄).

In view of equation (5), we have

J̃XV =−(FX)V +(ω(X))VUC

J̃XC =−(FX)C− (ω(X))VUC
− (ω(X))CUC (6)

In particular, we have

J̃XV =−(FX)V , J̃XC =−(FX)C (7)

J̃UV =UC
, J̃UC =UC (8)

X being an arbitrary vector field inM such thatω(X).

Theorem 2. Let the tangent bundle T(M) of the manifold M admits̃J defined in (5), then for vector fields X,Y such that

ω(Y) = 0, we have

(i) (LXV J̃)YV = 0,

(ii) (LXV J̃)YC =−((LXF)Y)V +(LXω)Y)VUC

(iii) (LXV J̃)UV = (LXU)V (9)

(iv) (LXV J̃)UC =−((LXF)U)V +(LXω)U)VUC
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(i) (LXCJ̃)YV =−((LXF)Y)V +(LXω)Y)VUC
,

(ii) (LXC J̃)YC =−((LXF)Y)C− (LXω)Y)VUC+(LXω))YCUC

(iii) (LXC J̃)UV = ((LXF)U)C+[X,U ]C+((LXω)U)VUC (10)

(iv) (LXCJ̃)UC = ((LXF)U)C− [X,U ]C− ((LXω)U)VUC+((LXω)U)CUC

Proof.The proof follows early from (4), (6), (8), and [3].

4 Horizontal lifts of Lorentzian almost para contact structure

Let (F,U,ω) be Lorentzian almost para contact structure inM̄ with an affine connection then (1) and (2) and [3], we have

(FH)2 = (I +U ⊗ω)H

(FH)2 = I +(U ⊗ω)H

(FH)2 = I +UH
⊗ωV +UV

⊗ωH (11)

Also,

(i) FHUH = 0, FHUV = 0

(ii) ωH(UH) = 0, ωH(UV) = 1, ωV(UH) = 1 (12)

(iiI) ωH
◦FH = 0, ωV

◦FH = 0.

Let us define a tenser field̃J∗ of type (1,1) inT(M̄) by

J̃∗ = FH +(UV
⊗ωV

−UH
⊗ωH

then it is easy to show that

J̃∗
2
= I

thusJ̃∗ is an almost product structure inT(M̄).

Theorem 3. Let(F,U,ω) be Lorentzian almost para contact structure in̄M with an affine connection∇. ThenJ̃∗ is almost

product structure in T(M̄).
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